Suzan Solomon known among her peers as "Su Solo, Your Favorite Ethiopian" was born and raised in Atlanta, Georgia. Su's roots are East African, and she hails as a first generation American. From her beginnings as a cashier in Atlanta's fast-paced nightlife, she has become an expert host, curator, advocate, and multimedia personality. Her hard work and dedication have led to her talents reaching media outlets as far as VH1's T.I and Tiny Family Hustle featuring "Senseless By Su Solo". She has been nominated and honored among her peers as "Influencer of the Year" by the 20 ATL in 2018 and The Igrushi Gala in 2019. Su has also positively used her social media presence by advocating for women's rights and safety as they attend parties in the Atlanta club scene, one of the many reasons she was dubbed "Influencer of the Year". Su Solo can currently be heard as an on-air talent with “Yung Joc and The Streetz Morning Takeover featuring Su Solo and Shawty The Comedian” Monday - Friday from 6a - 10a on Streetz 94.5 FM. In 2020 the show was launched into national syndication by Superadio Networks.